
Mapping cults: an ontography as 
powerfull  visual language for studies of 
manipulation and social dependency and 
for preventive education
 

The visual mapping (concept mapping) is visualization of 
ontologies, i.e. models of pieces of reality: phenomena, 
things, knowledge, thoughts, theories, subject domains, 
processes and systems. The structured mapping (network) 
visualization — I called it ontography — allows to make 
visible, appreciably objective and even material (though 
virtual) thoughts, feelings, relations, relationships of cause 
and effect and it is much another. 

The visual mapping method overcomes both lacks of the 
usual linear text, and partial methods of visualization as 
allows to unite in the coherent and organized picture of a 
word, images and relations in ? very powerful 
ontographical model. The ontography allows to create 
rather informative and evident scheme of the 
interconnected elements as ideologies, and practice of this 
or that cult, to reveal repeating patterns and their 
variations in research of destructive cults. Such picture of 
cult «from the bird’s flight» is invaluable not only for 
research, but also for preventive education, and also for 
counseling and rehabilitation of ex-cultists 
. 
The presentation shows a set of ontographical maps — 
including supportive visualizations, — made to clarify 
theoretical models and empirical phenomena of 
manipulative abusive groups. The ontography is not only 
a new presentation tool or illustration. It is a new 
language of full value for modern science, education and 
communication. The ontography has a great advantages in 
any area of research and understanding — and in cultic 
studies too. The presentation allows to see capabilities of 
visual mapping editors, e.g. designVUE (branch of the 
Visual Understanding Environment), in describing and 
revealing secrets of cults and gurus.
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One picture is more persuasive than 
thousand words
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We can visualize any phenomenon or thing 
or thought or behavior or ideology — or 
manipulation/lie or dependency — in 
incredibly powerfull  network mapping of 
elements (nodes) and l inks between them.
 

But we don't  do it .  Why? We are 
overdependent memebers of  l inear text  
cult .  Many cult  gurus are more creative than 
we here because they are less dependent of 
common stereotypes. We must seek and 
invent new language, new descriptive and 
argumentative communication tools which 
can be as revealing of truth as x-rays or 
tomography of i l ls in medicine
 

Future of educational technologies
Future of educational technologies

Ontography wil l  b? a main 
language of science and 
education — and not only — in 
the nearest  future.  The 
professionals in cultic studies 
can be in first rows for using it.
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I  often face fear of other people when the 
person does not want to read any article,  the 
book or documents and texts in Internet.  
Usually it  is connected by that the 
recommendation to perusal proceeds from 
people (often close relatives or friends), 
which critically or even show ill-will to any 
hobbies of the one to whom they persistently 
recommend something to read or obligatory 
to talk to somebody.
 That I  am amazed for many years so it  is force 

of this fear and resistance which reminds fear 
of death, not of reading or conversation.
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I t  is absolutely unnaturally and 
unreasonably to be afraid of reading of 
a quantity of the text or several hours 
of conversation.
 

I f  your beliefs, representations, values, 
the worldview, any relations, an 
accessory to any community are so 
good as you think, hardly any criticism 
can undermine them.
 

I f  we hardly can reach 
cultists' minds by ears, 
we can probe to open 
their  minds through 
eyes.
 And all you will  see how wider 
can b? open your minds 
through ontomaps — 
ontological network 
visualizations
 

Master  Mind Matr ix
Master  Mind Matr ix

And we are 
sail ing without 
maps! ! !  
Isn't it  unhelpful?
 

A piece of text in text 
block as a part of visual 
mosaic, not a part of 
concrete rigid wall — and 
any picture and any 
piece of real i ty network 
as points in fantastically 
effective impressionist 
image !
 

Strategy visualization
Strategy visualization

Strategy visualization

Application/usage
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New full  functional 
universal language
 

ABC

M a p
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Universal windows as 
graphic interface to all 
invisible cognitive world 
of knowledge, ideas, 
beliefs, models, axioms, 
stereotypes, unreflected 
foundations of thinking 
and decision making
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designVUE (!! ! )
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/designengineering/tools/designvue
 designVUE is a branch of the Visual Understanding 
Environment (VUE) tool originally developed by 
Tufts University. It is an Open Source project based in 
the Design Engineering Group of the Mechanical 
Engineering Department at Imperial College London.
 

Visual model

VUE
Visual Undestanding 
Environment 
http: / /vue. tufts .edu
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Knowledge management

Knowledge presentat ion

Clear communication
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Egocentric thinking

 totally applies in interaction

total ly persuades by

Social & psychological patology
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totally uses in interaction

 totally applies in interaction

totally carries out in interaction

Groupthinking

Sociocentric (groupcentric) thinking

is formed from
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interacts by means of

Group pressure

interacts

perceives
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totally shows in interaction

 totally applies in interaction

totally uses in interaction

totally carries out in interaction

totally uses in interaction

Cultic leadership

What is most needed to go forward? Find what is worst barrier for success, what 
is most n invisible error? 
In what cults are we all trapped? Words. 
What is an innovation in cultic studies? What is the critical thinking when 
addressed to self? 

We are trapped very often not in WHAT we do but in H O W we do something. 
Do we see new incredible possibilities, techniques and tools for our ancient work 
of verbal persuasion?
 

Cults' Sea

We are sailing at Cults' 
Sea.
 

But H O W we are 
sailing?
 

Old tool

Modern tool

Stop talking only!

Show ontological models of everything!

Stop writ ing text only!

Create visual ontological model!

http://envisioningtech.com/education/
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